CAMPUS SECURITY
PLATFORM
In today’s threat environment, while agencies
use technology to secure perimeters and access
points, they may remain vulnerable to physical
threats from within. A comprehensive, layered
approach to security is critical.

Comprehensive entity tracking,
identification and alerting
NS2 Campus Security Platform allows security
teams to pinpoint and monitor vehicle, drone,
and WiFi device activities. Complement
physical perimeter security measures,

VEHICLE TRACKING
Obtain a vehicle’s unique digital signal every 6090 seconds with passive sensors and license plate
readers. Deploy sensors to triangulate coverage or
build a “digital wall.”

preventing internal threat agents and external
bad actors from taking advantage of the gaps
that exist above and between facility and
building checkpoints.
Campus Security Platform uses sensor
and signal technology to maximize the

WIFI TRACKING

effectiveness of your current security force.

Locate visitors inside and outside of buildings based
on their mobile device connection to a facility WiFi
access point. Sensors can also work on pattern
emitting smart badges.

monitoring limits the need for cameras, line of

Discrete, non-invasive sensor and signal
sight, or manual monitoring. Activity Analytics
automatically notify and update staff to any
change-in-behavior events, such as latenight visits or access to new pathways. It

DRONE TRACKING
Latch onto a unique natively emitted drone signal to
triangulate its location. Fixed and portable sensors
allow a new monitoring location to be set up in
minutes.

incorporates an innovative machine-learning
algorithm that rapidly processes, analyzes and
stores sensor data.

NS2 Campus Security Platform maximizes the effectiveness

LPR and Sensor Technology
- Capture and monitor unique
identifying information

•

No overt signs of monitoring or line of sight requirements

•

Track visitors on the surface, in the air, within and outside
of buildings

National Security Expertise A system designed for each
unique campus

•

Define integration points and sensor patterns for 		
optimal results

•

Secure, custom deployment developed by a trusted
national security provider

Analytics and Machine
Learning - Know who, what,
when and where

•

User dashboard provides insight into patterns, trends, and
facility statistics

•

Automatic notification of pattern irregularities and changein-behavior events

Campus Security Platform makes it possible for agencies to
identify, track and receive notifications on activity inside or
nearby each of their facilities. By answering the question “What
are entities doing from the time they pass the initial checkpoint
to the time they leave the facility?”, the NS2 Campus Security
Platform enables security teams to confidently ensure the
continued safety of the entire facility, base or campus.
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Now, let us help you. Learn more at sapns2.com/labs/innovate
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